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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.
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Cryptography: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2002
We are surrounded by cryptography, from the ATM, where we withdraw cash, mobile phones, and the Internet, to workplace security systems that protect business secrets, and the civil and military codes that protect the skies above us.

In this fascinating introduction to how cryptography actually works, Fred Piper and Sean Murphy highlight...
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Pivot Table Data Crunching (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from author ...
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The Book of CSS3: A Developer's Guide to the Future of Web DesignNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		CSS3 is the technology behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web. But the docs can be dry, murky, and full of dastardly caveats for inconsistent browser implementations.

	
		This completely updated second edition of the best-selling Book of CSS3 distills the dense technical language of the CSS3 specification...
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Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom LineRothstein Associates, 2004
The failure to adequately address the victims and the emotional dimensions of corporate problems changes adverse events into crises and catastrophes. This book aims to arm employees and managers with the tools necessary to manage emotional distress.

Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom Line is an...
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BRANDchild: Insights into the Minds of Today's Global Kids: Understanding Their Relationship with BrandsKogan Page, 2003
Tweens (8- to 14-year-olds) comprise a new type of audience. An increasingly powerful and smart consumer group, they not only spent US $300 billion but influenced an astounding US $1.88 trillion spend across the globe last year. They are different from previous generations in every way. They are more likely to have a friend on the other side of...
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4G: Deployment Strategies and Operational ImplicationsApress, 2014

	Specific operational requirements drive early network architectural and design decisions for 4G networks. 4G: Deployment Strategies and Operational Implications evaluates the specific design and deployment options and strategies for LTE network business development. LTE is a...
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Strategies for Generating E-Business Returns on InvestmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Companies invest in e-business and its supporting technology for their e-business initiatives. E-Business applications such as supply chain management and customer relationship management improve transaction efficiency and scope economies as well as promoting new product and service offerings and close customer relationships. However, it is...
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Webwork in ActionManning Publications, 2005
This book is very much what the title says: a book about working on web-based applications, using real-world examples along the way. That’s what WebWork emphasizes: working on your project, not wrestling with your framework. Although it isn’t the most-used web framework in the Java world, WebWork is widely known as the most refined, and...
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.NET Compact Framework Programming with Visual Basic .NET (Microsoft Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
  			  				.NET Compact Framework Programming with Visual Basic .NET  			 is the definitive tutorial and reference for the .NET Compact Framework (CF). It shows you how to transfer your skills and your code to the Pocket PC 2003 and other mobile and embedded...
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Contemporary Research in E-marketingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
This innovative text brings the interdisciplinary work of e-marketing to one outlet, and fuels the cross-fertilization of ideas and dissemination of key research concepts.

Contemporary Research in E-Marketing brings the intrinsically inter-disciplinary work of e-marketing, by academic researchers from various fields, to one...
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Instructional Design in the Real World: A View from the TrenchesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
Over the past few years, traditional instructional design systems have been adapted and modernized to work within environments other than academia. The environments and systems that affect the analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation processes have been expanded from just an educational environment to encompass corporations,...
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